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I. Detailed description of the solution and technical 
implementation 

 

1. Description and functional specifications of the software 
 

The software solution for E-Personal Income Tax System (ePDD) is a tool that supports the 
process of recording and reporting the income of citizens subjected to personal income tax, 
to achieve efficiency and effectiveness, 24/7 availability of services, cost reduction, ensuring 
high quality of services for system users.  

The overall objective of the project is to simplify the reporting and payment procedures for 
Personal income tax by the taxpayer – individuals, both for the legal entities by reducing the 
administrative procedures and costs related to the calculation and payment of taxes, as well 
as for taxpayer - individuals in terms of providing increased assurance that Personal Income 
Tax is paid by the legal entities and by reducing the administrative burden in regards to 
submission of tax returns by the taxpayer - individuals. 

The software solution aims to assist the Public Revenue Office of North Macedonia (PRO) in 
collecting personal income tax. The tax base for calculating Personal Income Tax varies 
depending on the type of income earned or the activity performed by individuals. The system 
enables the collection and calculation of Personal Income Tax in real time, enabling all 
stakeholders to receive timely, accurate and relevant information on all liabilities and their 
results. The new PIT e-service enables transparency at any given time of the taxes paid by 
each individual taxpayer, and the organization that pays the recipient of the natural person, 
and will provide a better business model for the PRO. 

Specific objectives are to be carried out such as: analysis and assessment of current situation 
of PRO IT System for taxation of taxpayer’s individuals, to propose “To-Be” business process 
and to develop an implementation strategy; to develop new software solution for taxation of 
taxpayer’s individuals consisting of several modules and to ensure the capacity building needs 
of the IT Staff by transfer of skills enabling the IT staff to standalone further maintain and 
develop the software. 
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2. Platform and technical opportunities  
 

The solution is based on:  

• Java Technology and Glassfish Application Server for implementing web applications 
and Oracle Database for content storage. 

• The system is fully integrated and all permanent data is entered only once and is used 
wherever necessary in the software. 

• The system is based on a service-oriented architecture 
• The system uses a centralized database to maintain all permanent data on 

transactions, bonds and users 
• The system is designed in such a way that data and process logic are largely separate. 
• The system is modular, easy to administer and upgradable, designed to efficiently 

adapt to change. 
• The system enables two-way communication from / to external systems / users 

 

3. Security and control  
 

• System logs for all operations performed by users and administrators. 
• The system administrator can determine that the operation was performed 

using key parameters, such as user ID, date, type of operation, type of 
reference, etc. 

• User and maintenance personnel access to the system is protected with an 
encrypted password. 

• User and administrator authentication is based on a combination of username 
and password. 

• The system allows planned changes to user and administrator passwords. 
• The system administrator can react quickly to a specific procedure of the 

system user. 
• User access rights are defined by privileges (defined as a set of functions 

assigned to a user). 
• Restriction of access data provides isolated access to data (add, read, change, 

delete) for users who have the same privilege. 
• The system also provides the opportunity to define user access rights at the 

level of individual users (on a personal level). 
• The system complies with the rules defined in the data protection law 
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4. Principles of operation 
The principle of operation of the system is presented below and describes the whole process 
of communication of the entire system solution. For the external user to use the system, the 
user needs a personal computer that is connected to the Internet or connected to an Intranet 
network that is connected to the Internet to be able to access the server, the place where the 
Internet application is placed. 

Institution

User

App server DB Server

Internet

 

 

5. Organization of modules and functional description 
 

The system includes the following main functional areas: 

• Basic functions 
• General and reference data management 
• Tax declaration 
• Tax acts and notifications 
• Obligations 
• Lump sum taxation 
• Annual tax return 
• Data exchange with internal systems of the PRO 
• Data exchange with external systems 
• Reports and reviews 
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6. Basic Functionalities  
The following basic functionalities are described below:  

• System for defining and maintaining roles and their access rights 
• System for registration and authorization of system users 
• Assistance system 
• System for logging changes, announcements, etc. made in the database 
• Digital signature 
• Framework and user interface design 

6.1. System for defining and maintaining roles and their access rights 
An administrator module is implemented in the system, and within the module, the system 
for defining and maintaining roles and their access rights is implemented. There is a possibility 
to enter an unlimited number of roles and the administrator can enter, define, change, 
deactivate or delete them. The system allows the assignment of rights to each individual role 
and these rights are defined by pages or by interfaces and procedures, which means that for 
each side of the project, the role is granted access privilege. Depending on the defined 
business process, the user can perform appropriate activities within the site. For each role 
that has the right to access the site, a privilege for performing activities is defined. This 
ensures complete control of the system and the rights and privileges that users may receive. 

6.2. System for registration and authorization of the system users  
Within the administration module, a system for registration and authorization of users is 
provided. The system administrator can define groups of users, who perform the same tasks 
and within the system have the same access rights and privileges. For example, groups can be 
defined as Manager, Counter Officer, External User, Management, etc. By defining the groups, 
they are assigned roles which delivers automatically to each user who will be added to the 
group, to inherit the roles from the group. Regarding the role’s changes, they are 
automatically reflected to the group and to each user in the group. The same applies if a role 
is added / withdrawn to the group, the change is reflected in real time to each user in the 
group. 

To start working, every user who is an individual, must first register and fill in data for the 
User Registration Form. The request for registration is approved by an authorized person from 
the PRO who will indicate whether the registration can be activated or not. If registration is 
not allowed, the system notices and the user will receive a notification of the decision. 

If the Registration Request is accepted, the next step is to automatically assign the user to the 
user group - Individuals. Assigning the user to a certain group provides automatic assignment 
of access rights and privileges by activities, but there is also the possibility, if necessary, to 
deprive the relevant user and / or add certain roles, although they are not defined as such for 
the group of which belongs to the user. 
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If the user is a legal entity, in that case, the data for registration of the system are downloaded 
from the system eTaxes of the PRO. A procedure for synchronizing this data has been 
established. 

In the section for general data within the Request for registration, the username and 
password are entered by the user. Regarding the username, several controls are implemented 
in the system, in terms of the character of the username, the length and the uniqueness 
within the system. Regarding the password, there are also several controls that comply with 
world security standards. Passwords in the system are stored in encrypted format. 

The login of the system by the user is provided by entering a username / password / digital 
certificate (optional). Protection is provided against a defined number of times incorrect 
username / password combination. In that case the username is locked within 24 hours (or 
some other period as estimated by the System Administrator). Once the user has successfully 
logged in, depending on the group to which he belongs and / or the special rights and 
privileges, he gets his own version of the application. 

The system defines several groups of users, which are managed by the system administrator. 
If there is a need to change and / or add new user groups, the system allows it. Each of the 
groups has an appropriate predefined set of privileges that the System Administrator can 
define / change according to the needs of the User. After defining the group, the next step is 
to define the privileges, and this is achieved by selecting the process, and then defining the 
actions that the selected group can perform. The actions are predefined, and they are Review, 
Enter, Change, Delete. In addition to inheriting the rights and privileges of the group to which 
it belongs, the user may be granted special rights and privileges beyond those defined for the 
group. 

Specific data that is part of the registration is the data of the authorized person. Each user in 
the system can define an authorized person, whether natural or legal, who within the system 
will be able to record and administer data for the respective person, who has authorized him. 
This option for legal entities is transferred from eTaxes, and for individuals who do not register 
in eTaxes, there is an opportunity within the system to authorize another person to represent 
them. 

The main types of users within the system are the following: 

• Legal entities 
• Self-employees Taxpayers 
• Individuals 
• Budget users 
• Budget users – PHI 
• Officials 
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6.3. System for assistance/ help  
The help system is a built-in system functionality. It consists of a mechanism using hints and 
a help interface. The hint mechanism functions such as when the user is on a specific page 
and a field is active, a frame appears with a description of the meaning of the field and the 
data to be entered. The help interface is activated at the request of the user. In fact, when 
activating the help option, a page appears in which the business process is described, the 
sequence of activities, the sequence of data entry, the logical connection, etc. 

6.4. System for logging changes and announcements  
An important part of the administrator module is the part for logging certain events that may 
be of interest to the management or the system administrator. They can be data entry / 
change / deletion, system log history, reviews or database data requests, document printing 
and / or reviews. The event log subsystem is activated at each event. 

6.5. Digital Signature 
The module for implementation of digital signature consists of three phases: 

a) Registration - In the user registration section, in addition to the basic and general 
data, username and password, the user should also register the digital certificate. 

b) Signing - Whenever a user tries to sign a document, the certificate to be used for 
signing is selected first. Certificates can be PKCS12 or PKCS11 (token) keystore. 

c) Signature validation - Signed and submitted XML documents will be validated on 
the server side in accordance with the recommendations of Annex IV of the 
“DIRECTIVE 1999/93 / EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL 
of 13 December 1999 on a Community framework for electronic signatures. 

6.6. Display of the user interface: framework and user interface design  
The user interface of the whole system is unified, easy to use and standardized. The types of 
screens are divided according to the purpose, as follows: 

a) Reference and general data 
b) Entering applications 
c) Processing 
d) Reports and reviews 
e) Administrator 

Depending on the group of users to which the user belongs and depending on the role 
assigned to him, the user, after a successful login in the system, creates his own profile or 
appearance of the application. The options are enabled according to the defined privileges, 
and thus for each group of users an appropriate look of the application is created dynamically. 

The screens for administration of reference data, nomenclatures, ciphers are identical in 
appearance and described in the section for Management of reference data. Options that are 
enabled and depend on the defined privileges are: Insert, View, List, Change, Delete. 
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Document input screens are also defined in a standard way. The data at the top of the screen 
is general and refers to the description of the whole document. The middle part of the screen 
is the part where data specific to the appropriate document type is entered. Each piece of 
information has a title, a mark of obligation, a hint that further explains the meaning, and so 
on. Common options in this section are Confirm, Insert New Document, Cancel, Change, 
Delete. These options are offered at the bottom of the middle of the screen. There may be 
two parts at the bottom of the screen. If there is detailed data to be entered, then one part 
of the screen is used to display Tabs that define specific details. If, on the other hand, there is 
no specific detailed data for the appropriate document type, then the entire lower part is 
used again for general data. 

Processing screens refer to the part that can mean Change and / or Processing. Criteria for 
selecting documents for processing are usually defined at the top of the screen. There is a 
spreadsheet of documents that meet the criteria at the bottom of the screen. In the list there 
is an option to select the document to be processed, and after selecting the option, a 
processing screen opens like the input screen. The screen displays the entered data at the top 
of the screen, and at the bottom there is an additional section in which the processing data is 
entered by an authorized person. Certificate of completion processing includes digital 
signature. 

Report and review screens are also unified and easy to use. If the user has defined privileges 
to access a particular report / review, it is enabled. The screen consists of a section related to 
the selection of criteria, and a section for displaying options such as confirmation, cancel, new 
selection of criteria for generating a new review / report, printing. Once a confirmation is 
selected, the corresponding review / report is generated and can be printed. 

The System Administrator screens are special types of screens since they are designed 
depending on the function they are supposed to perform. They are largely standardized as 
one of the aforementioned types of screens, but there are some that due to the specifics have 
a correspondingly specific design and adapted for the easiest use. 

 

7. Reference Data Management 
The editing of basic and reference is a special module that refers to the administration of basic 
data that are necessary for the unification of the system. This data is unique and is mostly 
entered at the beginning of the operation of the system, and during this operation, data 
changes in accordance with legal changes and / or rules and procedures for work. The module 
contains several actions for work, such as: input, review, change, delete, list, history. 
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8. Data Entry 
The data entry module is a module that ensures data 
integration in the system. Accurate data entry enables 
factual and precise analysis and proper further processing of 
data in the other modules. This module is accessed by users 
with appropriate privileges and due to the multi-layered 
hierarchy of the system, the module itself allows different 
users to access various input forms. 

Data entry is provided through special input forms, who 
contain different types of fields according to the business 
process to which it refers. The format of the fields is defined 
according to the user requirements, and can contain all 
formats such as text fields, various types of numeric fields - 
integers or decimal numbers, mixed fields, dates, radio 
buttons, checkboxes, list boxes, popups. Since the basic / 
reference data is defined and entered in the module for 
basic data and nomenclatures, in the input forms and 
available through drop-down menus (lists), popup 
components, etc.  

Possible menu of the system 

Controls are both logically and mathematically defined in the system according to business 
processes. They are designed in a way that easily allows modifications or upgrades in 
accordance with the requirements for changes in the business processes, and refer to the 
change of legal regulations and / or change of internal processes and procedures of the PRO.                                  

Data entry is provided by selecting the appropriate action and through an appropriate user 
interface. The appearance of the template input panels is identical to the appearance of the 
original templates used, to be easier to accept and use the system by the end users of the 
system. Help is provided at the screen level. When entering a transaction, several statuses or 
conditions are enabled for it, such as: entering, changing, confirming, copying. Selecting the 
appropriate action opens a framework through which the selected action can be completed, 
and during operation, the user can cancel. 
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List of reference data - Regional Directorates 

 

9. E-Calculation 
The eCalculation input screen consists of 3 parts and it is the basis for automatic calculation 
of income tax and at the same time simplifies the control processes of the taxpayers and their 
tax by the PRO. It can be submitted by natural persons, authorized persons on behalf of 
companies, and in certain situations by officials. Entry of Income from Property and Capital 
Gains is enabled for individuals. 

For SVD (Performers of activity) it is possible to enter a lump sum tax, Balance and Tax 
Balance, fiscal devices. The system has the option to enter an eCalculation via a defined XML 
file for taxpayers who are not individuals. 

The interface is simple since an already prepared file is selected and is entered into the system 
and the same logical controls are performed during input as for manual input. If the file passes 
the logical controls, a calculation with an appropriate number is created and it is displayed to 
the user. When creating the calculation, the system activates the additional logical and 
functional controls for manual input and the user is alerted about the inaccuracy of the data. 
In the process of creating the calculation, there is a check of the bonds through the web 
service - i. The recapitulation of the calculation itself contains the folio number by which it is 
paid. 

10. Lease declaration 
The declaration consists of five functional parts: 

a. Information about the lessor / owner 
b. Details of the tenant 
c. Data of the property / property law data 
d. Revenue data 
e. Data confirmation 
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At each step, the data required for the final calculation for tax purposes are filled in. 

 

 

Overview of rent that already has a calculation with payment orders 

 

11. Application for capital gains 
The application for capital gains consists of 3 parts: 

- Applicant information 
- Capital gain / loss 
- Confirmation of data 

In the data section for the submitter, the basic data for the taxpayer is entered and the type 
of capital gain / loss and profit from the sale of a share in capital or from the sale of real estate 
is selected. 
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12. Obligations 
The system implements 5 types of requirements related to personal income tax, offers a 
choice of one of the requests and is automatically shown a data entry screen for the 
corresponding request. 

a. Request for exemption from income tax 
b. Request for relief or exemption from income tax by types of income 
c. Request for income tax refund by types of income 
d. Request for refund of capital gains tax 
e. Request for refund of over / wrongly paid tax 

 

Request for exemption from income tax and Request for relief or exemption from income 
tax by types of income contain the following data: 

- Request type, number and date 
- Data on the payer of income 
- Income data 
- Statement of the payer 
- Information about the applicant 

Request for refund of income tax by types of income and Request for refund of capital gains 
tax, in addition to the above, contain a section for account data to which the funds will be 
refunded if the request is approved. Request for refund of over / wrongly paid tax is a special 
screen because it differs from the previous requests, and refers only to natural persons, 
citizens of the Republic of North Macedonia. 
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13. Annual Tax Return (ATR) 
The ATR generation and administration module is the final sub-process in the system. It is 
simple because the system automatically calculates the values and generates ATR at once for 
all taxpayers, although it is possible to generate individual ATRs for individual taxpayers. This 
section also has an ATR refund module, which is administered by officials. The refund is 
requested by the taxpayers who have more paid tax after ATR reports. 

Excerpt from Annual Taxpayer Return 

 

 

 

14. Tax order 
After selecting the criteria, the applications are generated and each taxpayer can see their 
ATR on their profile and the user can confirm or change the application. Based on the final 
ATR received and depending on the defined conditions, the system can generate payment 
orders. 
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Excerpt from tax order 

15. Return of My VAT (Moj DDV) 
Every natural person on their profile can see the status of their returns. Officials have multiple 
screens to process My VAT data. The processing itself has several steps starting from 
downloading data through Web service, to creating files with transaction accounts and refund 
amounts. 

 

 
16. Agriculture Tax Return  
 This process arises from GDP reports and is completed 
through a process of data exchange between PRO and 
MAFWE. The goal is a tax refund for farmers according to 
certain criteria. 
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17. Income from independent activity  
17.1. Lump-sum taxation 

 

The system includes options for flat tax returns for green 
market stall tenants, as well as other taxpayers engaged in 
activities subject to flat tax. Application for registration for 
lump tax will be applied by taxpayer and will be accepted or 
rejected from PRO officers. If application is accepted, system 
will provide procedure for generation of Decision for debt on 
annual basis and generation of payment orders on monthly 
basis. Submission of Applications will be an option always 
enabled for newly registered taxpayers and once a year for 
registered taxpayers. 

 

 

 

17.2. Real Income 
This submenu automates the processes of entering fiscal 
devices (DLD 02 form), Income and Expenditure Balance 
(DLD B form) and Tax Balance (DLD DB form). 

 

 

 

18. Green Markets  
In this menu there are reports for the users of the points of sale on the green markets, through 
which the natural persons users of the stalls on the green markets receive annual calculations 
with monthly orders for payment of a lump sum tax. It is also possible to import via xml. The 
reason for this new functionality is because it does not exist in system at all, and this kind of 
taxation was processed manually. With the implementation in the system, PRO has now this 
taxation information in the system. 
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19. COVID-19 Measures 
The system contains many options related to Covid-19 measures for self-employee taxpayers. 

- BFS-SVD- financial support for payment of salaries to self-employees 
performing independent activity. 

- DLD OMA – Application for exemption from payment of monthly tax advances. 
- DB-BV-FP- Application for calculation of the amount of the return of the 

received financial support. 

 

 

- DB-BV-FP / 1 – Application for calculation of the amount of return of the 
received financial support for the months of October, November and 
December 2020. 

- DB-BV-FP / 2- Application for calculation of the amount for repayment of the 
received financial support for payment of salaries for the months of April, May 
and June 2020. 

- DB-BV-SPZSO- Application for calculation of the amount for repayment of the 
received subsidy for payment of compulsory social insurance contributions for 
the months of April, May and June 2020. 

- Application for conversion of financial support for payment of salaries into a 
grant. 
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20. Tax acts and notices 
The Tax Acts and Notifications module contains several sub-modules and each of these sub-
modules is separate under the process of forced collection: 

- Legal remedies 
- Interest lists 
- Warnings 
- Blockades 
- Reprogram 

21. Data exchange with internal systems 
The integration of the software package with the existing IT systems of the PRO is done in 
several points. 

- Exchange of data on taxpayers with Home Records 
- Exchange of data on usernames and digital certificates with the eTax system 
- Data exchange with the DANIS system for payments 
- Data exchange with MPIN system 
- Data exchange with the PIT-DB system 
- Exchange of data for donation records 

22. Data exchange with external systems  
The exchange of data with external systems is implemented with the following systems and 
the mentioned exchanges have a specific procedure defined: 

- KIBS - check of pair EMBG + transaction account 
- KIBS - sending aggregate orders 
- NBRM - service for loading course lists 
- FPIOM - service for pension per taxpayer 
- Banks - XML file for money transfer data 
- Providers for fast money transfer 

23. Administration  
The system also provides multiple administrator functions: 

- Users 
- Registration 
- Authorized person 
- Shipment of N shipment 
- Roles 
- Application settings 
- Privileges per page 
- Specific roll functions 
- Web service test 
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- Current users of the system 
- My profile 
- Change password 

24. Overviews 
Examinations are implemented in the system according to the needs of the PRO. Each review 
is divided into two main parts. The first part is defining the search criteria, and the second 
part is a tabular presentation of the search results. 
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II. Design documentation for the system model 

1. Software architecture 
The e-PDD system is a web-based centralized system and users only need a browser to use it. 
The whole system is developed and set up using a three-tier web architecture. The first level 
consists of HTTPS servers that accept requests from the client browser. Intermediate level are 
application servers, which serve the developed application and provide dynamic content 
generation and processing. The third level (persistent level) in this multilayer architecture is 
a relational database that manages and provides access to data. An Oracle database is used 
at this level with key features including multi-tier web architecture, options for integration 
with other systems, data export / import, visibility and variety of reports. 

2. Database 
2.1. General features 

Oracle is an easy-to-use database that developers want to use. It supports a wide range of 
development platforms, such as Java. NET, PHP, and web services, allowing developers to 
develop applications in their language of choice. Oracle was built from the ground up for high 
performance. Higher performance means fewer servers - and less space, power and cooling 
resources. " The "multi-threaded" architecture optimizes the use of hardware and together 
with the current improvements is focused on maintaining the efficiency of the system. 
Oracle's strong performance as a platform for solving OLTP and analytical processing is of 
considerable value because operations can be consolidated into a single database. 

Oracle Database is a fully equipped data management solution perfectly suited to the needs 
of medium and large businesses. It is easy to install on Windows, Linux and Unix operating 
systems, easy to manage and easy to expand as needed. It also manages all types of data and 
enables all business applications to take advantage of efficiency, reliability, security and 
scalability.  As the requirements grow it provides the basis for the successful delivery of more 
information with a higher quality of service, reducing the risk of change within the IT 
infrastructure. 

2.2. Installation, configuration and management 
Oracle Database is reconfigured for production use, complete with storage and memory 
management, backup, and data recovery. 

2.3. Availability, performance and reliability 
Oracle Database uses proven competitive access techniques, providing maximum response 
across any workload. Works in cluster environment - RAC, providing "Failover" function. The 
desktop protects business applications from system outages. When the machine does not 
work, or needs maintenance, applications continue to access data continuously on the other 
machine in the cluster. Automatic data protection and their recovery with the help of the 
built-in option "RMAN" provide complete protection against business data loss for various 
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reasons. All this is done when the database is "online”, and users access the data without 
interruption in their work. 

2.4. Integration and portability 
Oracle ensures portability across all major platforms and ensures application performance 
without platform modification. 

2.5. Development environment and application solution 
The application solution is based on a Java platform developed using the latest Java 
technologies such as Seam, JSF and Hibernate. Seam is a web application framework that 
combines several independent technologies and custom solutions into one highly functional 
whole that enables efficient development of modern web solutions. These technologies allow 
the application design to be multi-level, namely presentation level, business logic level and 
data access level that enables simplified further development and maintenance. The tool 
enables modularity of the system, and the offered system is designed modularly to provide 
fast and efficient change according to the needs of the PRO, and it also provides history to be 
able to access data that was previously current. The presentation level is realized using 
modern components like RichFaces with AJAX support, and technologies like JSF and Facelets. 

The level of business logic defines the object model which contains the business requirements 
of the application and the way of accessing the databases. The data access level is realized 
using the Hibernate persistence framework. In addition to integrating the presentation JSF 
web framework with the data access level - Hibernate, the Seam application framework 
provides a set of other solutions that provide a standardized approach to application 
development such as: 

- Seam Security that enables authentication, authorization, and permissions 
management for system users. Organize users into groups, assign roles individually to 
users or groups, use LDAP directories for centralized access to user data. 

- Internationalization and localization of applications 
- RSS, email, pdf, excel support 
- JBPM Business Process Management Engine 

The object model is written using the Domain Driven Design methodology by inheriting 
classes, following predefined interfaces, etc., all to create a complex network of small, 
interconnected objects that define a single module of the entire system. The modules defined 
in this way further build the whole system. The application was developed in the Eclipse IDE 
development environment. Subversion SVN version control is used to source the source code. 

2.6. Security 
To protect Internet communication, we recommend the HTTPS communication protocol with 
encrypted information transmitted between users and the web server. HTTPS can be 
implemented after setting up the organization's server and it would be applied to the 
application server. The web application is completely neutral regarding the protocol used for 
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communication: HTTP or HTTPS. It supports both because this configuration is made at the 
application server level. At the application level, user authentication and authorization are 
used to maintain a secure environment. Authentication is realized through a username and 
password control mechanism. Authorization is realized through predefined groups and roles. 
Each user group has a custom view and access to the application. Additional authorization is 
performed on each page access to check if the user has the right to access the given page. 
The system satisfies all aspects in accordance with the law on personal data protection. 

2.7. Database 
The database is created on the existing DB server on which Oracle server is installed. A 
database with AL32UTF8 encoding and SID: ppfdb has been created. 

2.8. Application server system software 
Payara Server and Java8 Application Servers are installed on the application server. 
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III. Publications and marketing material regarding the 
solution  

 

1. Promotional material published by the Public Revenue Office 

The Public Revenue Office through its communication channels (website and social media) 
and officials regularly publishes promotional material about the functions, novelties and 
general benefits of the e-PDD system. 
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Video tutorial (УЈП- 
Регистрација на системот е-
ПДД) on YouTube showing 
how a citizen can register and 
use the e-PDD system. This 
video was created and 
published by a satisfied user. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=S7N6UBtyEpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=S7N6UBtyEpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=S7N6UBtyEpg
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2. Publications of the e-PDD system in the media in North Macedonia 

During its pre-phase, implementation and to this day, the e-PDD system has received large 
media coverage and presence on multiple media channels such as social media, digital media, 
newspapers, national, regional and local televisions. 

 

TV TERA Bitola: Goodbye to the paper tax returns of the citizens                                              

24 News: Citizens last time to report tax returns 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=6gjaoVG6zTY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=sS1I0iYQmDM
https://time.mk/c/4a77ef2b73/koi-se-cekorite-sto-treba-da-gi-napravite-za-prijavuvanje-vo-ujp.html
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3. Media Coverage Links 
 

1. MKD News: https://mkd-news.com/graganite-nema-da-podnesuvaat-godishna-
danochna-prijava/ 

2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6gjaoVG6zTY 
3. Sloboden Pecat:  https://www.slobodenpecat.mk/en/baranata-za-finansiska-

poddrshka-za-mesecz-juni-se-postaveni-na-sistemite-e-danoczi-i-epdd/ 
4. Standard MK: https://standard.mk/ekonomija/lukarevska-kontroli-na-60-firmi-koi-

zemale-drzhavna-pomosh-a-ne-isplatile-plati/ 
5. Ohrid News: https://www.ohridnews.com/nema-poveke-prijavuvane-godishna-

danochna-prijava-vo-ujp/ 
6. Faktor MK:https://faktor.mk/kakvi-promeni-voveduva-ujp-za-godishnite-prijavi 
7. Akademik MK: https://akademik.mk/ujp-najavi-reformi-vo-poveke-sektori/ 
8. Government MK: https://vlada.mk/node/23697 
9. TIME: https://time.mk/c/1f0028ac01/ 
10. Faktor MK: https://faktor.mk/intervju-lukarevska-imame-dojavi-za-inspektori-koi-

bile-na-platen-spisok-na-firmi 
11. MKD MK: https://www.mkd.mk/makedonija/ekonomija/ujp-i-bankite-elektronski-

kje-gi-razmenuvaat-podatocite-za-gragjanite-za 
12. E-Magazin : https://emagazin.mk/lukarevska-e-ima-mobilni-shalteri-i-ekipi-za-onie-

koi-nema-da-mozhat-da-se-pri-avat-elektronski-vo-ujp/ 
13. E Magazin : https://emagazin.mk/site-fizichki-lica-koi-ostvaruvaat-prihod-da-se-

registriraat-vo-e-sistemot-na-u-p-za-personalen-danok/ 
14. MSFI Constalting : https://msfi.com.mk/ujp-voveduva-nova-usluga-e-promena-na-

podatoci-preku-telefon/ 
15. Institute of Accountants and aAuthorized 

Accountantshttps://www.isos.com.mk/index.php/item/710-nov-nachin-za-
presmetuvanje-i-plakjanje-na-personalniot-danok-e-pdd-ujp-gov-mk 

16. Pravdiko: https://www.pravdiko.mk/ujp-registrirajte-se-na-sistemot-e-personalen-
danok/ 

17. A1on.mk: https://a1on.mk/economy/baranjata-za-finansiska-poddrshka-za-plati-
postaveni-na-sistemot-e-danoci-i-epdd/ 

18. Civil Media: https://civilmedia.mk/registratsija-vo-e-sistemot-na-ujp-za-personalen-
danok/ 
 

 

 

 

 

https://mkd-news.com/graganite-nema-da-podnesuvaat-godishna-danochna-prijava/
https://mkd-news.com/graganite-nema-da-podnesuvaat-godishna-danochna-prijava/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6gjaoVG6zTY
https://www.slobodenpecat.mk/en/baranata-za-finansiska-poddrshka-za-mesecz-juni-se-postaveni-na-sistemite-e-danoczi-i-epdd/
https://www.slobodenpecat.mk/en/baranata-za-finansiska-poddrshka-za-mesecz-juni-se-postaveni-na-sistemite-e-danoczi-i-epdd/
https://standard.mk/ekonomija/lukarevska-kontroli-na-60-firmi-koi-zemale-drzhavna-pomosh-a-ne-isplatile-plati/
https://standard.mk/ekonomija/lukarevska-kontroli-na-60-firmi-koi-zemale-drzhavna-pomosh-a-ne-isplatile-plati/
https://www.ohridnews.com/nema-poveke-prijavuvane-godishna-danochna-prijava-vo-ujp/
https://www.ohridnews.com/nema-poveke-prijavuvane-godishna-danochna-prijava-vo-ujp/
https://faktor.mk/kakvi-promeni-voveduva-ujp-za-godishnite-prijavi
https://akademik.mk/ujp-najavi-reformi-vo-poveke-sektori/
https://vlada.mk/node/23697
https://time.mk/c/1f0028ac01/
https://faktor.mk/intervju-lukarevska-imame-dojavi-za-inspektori-koi-bile-na-platen-spisok-na-firmi
https://faktor.mk/intervju-lukarevska-imame-dojavi-za-inspektori-koi-bile-na-platen-spisok-na-firmi
https://www.mkd.mk/makedonija/ekonomija/ujp-i-bankite-elektronski-kje-gi-razmenuvaat-podatocite-za-gragjanite-za
https://www.mkd.mk/makedonija/ekonomija/ujp-i-bankite-elektronski-kje-gi-razmenuvaat-podatocite-za-gragjanite-za
https://emagazin.mk/lukarevska-e-ima-mobilni-shalteri-i-ekipi-za-onie-koi-nema-da-mozhat-da-se-pri-avat-elektronski-vo-ujp/
https://emagazin.mk/lukarevska-e-ima-mobilni-shalteri-i-ekipi-za-onie-koi-nema-da-mozhat-da-se-pri-avat-elektronski-vo-ujp/
https://emagazin.mk/site-fizichki-lica-koi-ostvaruvaat-prihod-da-se-registriraat-vo-e-sistemot-na-u-p-za-personalen-danok/
https://emagazin.mk/site-fizichki-lica-koi-ostvaruvaat-prihod-da-se-registriraat-vo-e-sistemot-na-u-p-za-personalen-danok/
https://msfi.com.mk/ujp-voveduva-nova-usluga-e-promena-na-podatoci-preku-telefon/
https://msfi.com.mk/ujp-voveduva-nova-usluga-e-promena-na-podatoci-preku-telefon/
https://www.isos.com.mk/index.php/item/710-nov-nachin-za-presmetuvanje-i-plakjanje-na-personalniot-danok-e-pdd-ujp-gov-mk
https://www.isos.com.mk/index.php/item/710-nov-nachin-za-presmetuvanje-i-plakjanje-na-personalniot-danok-e-pdd-ujp-gov-mk
https://www.pravdiko.mk/ujp-registrirajte-se-na-sistemot-e-personalen-danok/
https://www.pravdiko.mk/ujp-registrirajte-se-na-sistemot-e-personalen-danok/
https://a1on.mk/economy/baranjata-za-finansiska-poddrshka-za-plati-postaveni-na-sistemot-e-danoci-i-epdd/
https://a1on.mk/economy/baranjata-za-finansiska-poddrshka-za-plati-postaveni-na-sistemot-e-danoci-i-epdd/
https://civilmedia.mk/registratsija-vo-e-sistemot-na-ujp-za-personalen-danok/
https://civilmedia.mk/registratsija-vo-e-sistemot-na-ujp-za-personalen-danok/
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